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SOLO

JOI | DILDO | SQUIRT

SOLO | CLOTHED

SOLO | SQUIRTING | POV

SOLO | MAGIC WAND

SOLO | ORGASMS 

SOLO | SQUIRT | WAND

SOLO | MAGIC WAND | OFFICE

SOLO | SQUIRT | DILDOS

SOLO | DILDO | SQUIRT

SOLO | SQUIRT | MAGIC WAND

SOLO | JOI | BOOBS

BATH TIME

CURVY AUSSIE GINGER
GIVES YOU JOI

BEAUTIFUL AGONY

SQUIRTING ALL OVER
YOU

WATCH ME CUM HARD

FIRST TIME ON MY
FUCKING MACHINE 

WATCH ME SQUIRT
THROUGH MY PANTIES

PLAYING DURING A
ZOOM MEETING

GUESS I’LL HAVE TO
FUCK MYSELF

Just a solo session in the bathtub. I find the
heat and sweat makes for excellent
orgasms! 

I talk you through jerking off while slowly
removing my clothes and showing you my
body. I get turned on myself and bring my
dildo out to suck and fuck, making myself
cum and squirt a couple of times too ;)

Watch my skin flush deep red. See my face
screw up into beautiful agony. Listen to how
soaking wet I am. Feel yourself while I cum.

I thought you might like to know what it
would be like to have your face underneath
me while I cum all over you :) 

(Warning: terrible audio bc I literally
squirted on the microphone) 

The first half of the video you can see me
masturbating using my wand vibrator, and
the second half you can only see my upper
body for when I orgasm.

Join me as I road test my new fucking
machine! I back onto the cock and then turn
it on. Then I give you a side view while I take
it all the way from zero to a hundred! Finally
we go back to doggy POV where I have a
second awesome orgasm :D

Masturbating with my wand vibrator and
making myself squirt all over my knickers.

Stuck in yet another Zoom meeting and I
have a crush on my boss. I put my
microphone on mute and start playing with
myself - thinking about him fucking me over
his desk in the office…

My visitor didn't show up. I was all horny
with no-one to unleash it on, so I chose you!
I strip off my clothes, lay down on my back
and fuck myself, showing you closeups of
my pussy cream all over the dildo and lick it
off. Then I fuck myself on all fours.

3 minutes 39 seconds

9 minutes 49 seconds

7 minutes 49 seconds

1 minute 55 seconds

7 minutes 32 seconds

11 minutes 9 seconds

6 minutes 1 second

10 minutes 36 seconds

10 minutes 34 seconds
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DILDO MAKES ME
SQUIRT

POST-SEX SOLO TIME

OILY TITJOB JOI

I peel my panties off for you, but leave the
stockings on. Then I fuck myself with my hot
pink dildo in a number of different
positions. Eventually I can't hold on any
longer and I cum, letting go of a massive
amount of squirt - it just keeps cumming! 

He finished, but I wasn’t quite satisfied so
he filmed me while I masturbated with my
magic wand, and captured my squirting on
camera

Watch your cock disappear between my
massive tits... they make your dick look tiny
in comparison. I tease you with how big my
boobs look in my low cut dress, then I strip
for you and pour oil on my tits. I pretend my
dildo is your dick and engulf it with my
boobs. I tell you to stroke your cock and
then demand you cum on my tits. 

6 minutes 33 seconds

7 minutes 6 seconds

9 minutes 49 seconds
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SOLO | DILDO | SQUIRTING

 SOLO | WAND | SQUIRT

SOLO | DILDOS | ANAL

SOLO | SQUIRTING | SCHOOLGIRL

SOLO | SHOWER

SOLO | ORGASMS | LOLLIPOP

SOLO | DILDO | SQUIRTING

SOLO | LINGERIE | WAND

SOLO | SQUIRT | SNEAKERS

SOLO | SQUIRT | PUBLIC

A BIG CLEAR DILDO

WATCHING PORN &
PLAYING WITH MYSELF

TRYING MY NEW TOYS
ON CAMERA

SCHOOLGIRL FINGERING
& SQUIRTING

WATCH ME SHOWER &
SHAVE

ROCK CHICK STRIPS &
SQUIRTS

MAKING MY PUSSY
SQUIRT WITH A DILDO

MASTURBATING BEFORE
HE ARRIVES

I use my massive clear dildo to fuck my
pussy while I use my magic wand on my clit
and make myself cum & squirt. 

Using my vibrator wand to make myself
squirt in my undies while I'm watching porn.

I got two new dildos in the mail. The clear
one was much bigger than I expected, so I
didn't have much luck getting it in my arse,
but I discovered fucking my pussy with the
clear one and fucking my arse with the pink
one was the perfect combo :) 

Sitting on the edge of the table and playing
with myself until I orgasm and squirt.

I take my clothes off and step into the
shower. I get my hair wet and soap up my
body, giving you close ups on me washing
my tits, pussy, and arse. I shave my pussy,
leaving some of my ginger pubes for show.

This was a custom: Chubby rock chick strips
off her skimpy clothes while sucking on a
lollipop, then masturbates in a few different
positions, making her bed messy with squirt.

Fucking myself with my purple dildo, so I
have two big squirting orgasms.

I've got a couple of minutes before he  
arrives and I'm super horny and just can't
wait, so I sit down to play with myself, using
the wand and my fingers. There's a knock at
the door before I get to finish so I have to
wait until he fucks me instead…

12 minutes 19 seconds

4 minutes 31 seconds

9 minutes 29 seconds

3 minutes

10 minutes 5 seconds

5 minutes 13 seconds

1 minute 43 seconds

2 minutes 34 seconds
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MASTURBATING IN
SNEAKERS

SQUIRTING IN THE SPA

Just me, using my fingers and my magic
wand to make myself orgasm and squirt,
while wearing sneakers :) 

I pull my swimmers off and bend over for
you. I play with my pussy, making myself
orgasm and squirt in the spa. Oops!

3 minutes 50 seconds

2 minutes 58 seconds
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B/G | ROLEPLAY | BJ | HJ | FUCKING

B/G | FINGERING | SQUIRT

B/G | BJ | CIM | FUCKING

B/G | ROLEPLAY | SPANKING | FINGERING

B/G | BJ | CIM

B/G | POV | CIM | FUCKING

B/G | POV | STOCKINGS

B/G | CLOTHED | POV | CUSTOM

B/G | FUCKING | BJ | SQUIRTING

B/G | DOGGY | SQUIRTING

B/G | BJ | FUCKING | SQUIRTING

B/G | POV | FUCKING | BJ | SQUIRT

NURSE GIVES MEDICINE
FROM PUSSY & MOUTH

HOW TO MAKE A
WOMAN SQUIRT

SLOPPY DT BJ,
MISSIONARY & DOGGY

SCHOOLGIRL SPANKED
& FUCKED

SO YOU WANNA SUCK
COCK

POV ROLEPLAY OF AN
ESCORT BOOKING

POV FISHNETS SUCKING
FUCKING SQUIRTING

POV SCULPTOR
SEDUCES HER MODEL

USING HIS DICK TO
MAKE ME CUM

Nurse Jenna comes in to check-up on her
patient. She gives him a blowjob, then rides
him cowgirl and reverse. She sucks his cock
a bit longer and then finishes him off with a
nice lubey handjob. 

First of all I talk about all squirting - the
demo doesn't start until 8 minutes in to the
video. Then we show him making me squirt
on my back, standing up or kneeling, and
bending over doggystyle. 

I start with giving him a sensual, sloppy,
deep blowjob, then he fucks me missionary,
and then doggy. I finish him off by jerking
him into my mouth.

He spanks me, leaving some handprints on
my bum. He fingers me and makes me
squirt. I suck his cock before he pushes me
onto the table to fuck me doggy. Then I
climb on top and ride him for a while before
he fucks me on the edge of the table and we
both cum at the same time. 

I teach you how to suck cock, nice and
sloppy and deep. I talk you through my
different techniques all the way to taking a
load in your mouth and swallowing it,
demonstrating everything along the way of
course. 

I let you in. We have a kiss, I suck your cock,
grab a condom, take my panties off, and
climb on to ride you cowgirl. We both cum
but convince you that you've got another
one in you. I use my hands and lips to make
you cum again - this time in my mouth.

Starts with a blowjob & some gentle
facefucking. Then I climb on for cowgirl. I
lean back & squirt on your cock. I ask you to
fuck me and we do missionary and doggy
with you fucking my pussy and me twerking
and shaking my big butt on your cock.  :p

You are much nicer looking than the normal
models I see and I am very taken with your
body. I have to get up close and touch you a
lot to "inspect you".Finally, I can't take it
anymore and I have to fuck you. (The sex &
nudity part of this video is very short)

I suck his dick and then get on top to ride
until I cum and squirt all over his dick. I have
him lay on the edge of the bed so I can fuck
him reverse cowgirl. He fucks me doggy &
missionary and then he cums on my tummy
while I’m squirting on his cock

18 minutes 36 seconds

13 minutes 36 seconds

16 minutes 06 seconds

21 minute 50 seconds

13 minutes 41 seconds

21 minutes 5 seconds

16 minutes 14 seconds

15 minutes 50 seconds

19 minutes 47 seconds
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DOGGY PUSSY FUCK
AND A BIG SQUIRT

BJ, MISSIONARY,
COWGIRL, SQUIRTING

POV CHUBBY GIRL
SUCKS, FUCKS, SQUIRTS

After a bit of making out he bends me over
and fucks me doggystyle. We show you
three different angles and then he fingers
me roughly, making me orgasm with a huge
squirt. He finishes off by ejaculating all over
my back and butt.

We start with making out, then I give him a
blowjob, he fingers me, then he fucks me
doggy and missionary. I climb on top and
ride him cowgirl and then reverse cowgirl.
We finish off in missionary with him
cumming in the condom.

I start by stripping off my lingerie, but make
sure to leave my stockings and suspender
belt on, because I love getting fucked in
stockings! And then I suck, I squirt, I fuck,
and he cums on my tits

6 minutes 33 seconds

13 minutes 41 seconds

22 minutes 06 seconds
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B/G | FUCKING | BOOBS | SQUIRT

B/G | FUCKING

B/G | BJ | FACIAL | SQUIRT

B/G | ROLEPLAY | BJ | FUCKING

B/G | BJ | COF

B/G | FACIAL | FUCKING | SQUIRT

B/G | BJ | SPIT

B/G | FUCKING | PUSSY

B/G | FUCKING | BJ | SQUIRTING

B/G | BJ | CIM

B/G | FINGERING | SQUIRTING

B/G | BJ | SPIT | BOOBS

HE FUCKS ME IN MY
NIGHTIE

COUPLE HAS QUICKIE
BEFORE GOING OUT

FACEFUCKING, MASSIVE
SQUIRT, AND FACIAL

COWORKERS SNEAK
AWAY

POV WET DEEPTHROAT
BLOWJOB WITH FACIAL

WIFE GETS SCREWED IN
THE BATHROOM

DEEPTHROAT MAKES
THE BEST SALIVA

CU OF MY CREAMY
PUSSY BEING FUCKED

OILY TITFUCK FUN

I'm laying down on the bed and he knows
rubbing my butt always gets me in the
mood. He starts fingering me and making me
squirt before fucking my pussy. He rolls me
over onto my back for a missionary fuck
before cumming all over my tits.

We're just about to leave for dinner, when
he grabs me for a quickie. He lifts up my
dress, pulls down my stockings, and fucks
me against the wall until he cums. I pull my
stockings back up and we go to meet our
friends for dinner.

He puts me on the edge of the bed, with my
head hanging over so he can facefuck me.
He then pulls up my skirt to finger me until I
have a huge squirting orgasm. I turn over so
he can unload his cum all over my face.

Roleplay: We're work colleagues at a house
party hosted by someone from work, but no
one knows we've been having an affair for a
while now. We sneak away upstairs for some
hanky panky :p

I put on bright red lipstick and thick black
eye makeup to suck dick like a whore. I take
it nice and deep, getting it really sloppy, and
then I jerk his cum on to my face, letting it
get on my chin, forehead, and in my hair,
and then I lick the rest of it off.

He comes into the bathroom and starts
playing with my pussy, makes me squirt, and
fucks me doggy over the sink. He fingers me
until I do a HUGE squirt that shoots straight
across the room! Then I finish on my knees,
sucking his cock until I get a facial 

Taking a big cock all the way down my throat
and letting my saliva dribble down my chin
and onto my tits

I’m masturbating and then he fingers me to
make me squirt. Then he fucks me
missionary and you can see my pussy get
really creamy, then I get on top and ride his
cock, and then we prone bone. All close-up.
Then I masturbate while he cums on my tits.

Sucking his cock and then titfucking him
until he cums all over my chest.

6 minutes 45 seconds

4 minutes 9 seconds

9 minutes 16 seconds

14 minute 30 seconds

6 minutes 25 seconds

9 minutes 16 seconds

2 minute 59 seconds

12 minutes 55 seconds

8 minutes 43 seconds
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GF BLOWS BF WHILE HE
PLAYS VIDEO GAME

MY PUSSY FINGERED,
LICKED AND SQUIRTING

GIRLFRIEND GIVES
PLAYFUL BLOWJOB

He's playing Ghost of Tsushima and I'm
bored. I undo his pants and suck on his cock
until he loses focus and ends up cumming in
my mouth. 

10 minutes of him eating my hairless pussy,
fingering me, and me fingering myself.
Watch my pussy pulsate as I orgasm,
releasing a load of hot squirt each time. 

A nice, sensual, playful blowjob with lots of
spit and very sloppy. He finishes off by
coming all over my big tits.

11 minute 11 seconds

10 minutes 36 seconds

12 minutes 52 seconds

$7

$13

$10
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B/G | ANAL | SQUIRTING | DILDOS

B/G | ANAL | SQUIRTING

B/G | BJ | FUCKING

B/G | BJ | FUCKING | CIM

B/G | BJ | FUCKING | COP

B/G | BJ | DEEPTHROAT | CIM

B/G | BJ | FACIAL | SQUIRTING

B/G | PET PLAY | VIBRATOR

B/G | BJ | RUINED ORGASM

225 226 227 301

302 303 304 305

306

B/G | BUTT PLUG | DOGGY

307

B/G | ANAL | FACIAL | SQUIRTING

308

B/G | ANAL | FACIAL | SQUIRTING

309

SQUIRTING FROM BIG
DILDOS PUSSY & ARSE

CLOSEUP SQUIRTING
FROM ANAL

TIE & TEASE

DOGGY, COWGIRL, BJ,
CIM

CAUGHT TAKING
SELFIES

UPSIDE DOWN

He fucks my pussy with a big black dildo,
making me cum and squirt, then I ride it,
squirting again. We finish off with him
fucking my arse using a large glass dildo
which of course makes me squirt again!

Just 2 minutes of close-ups of me being
fucked in the arse - squirting and gaping :)

He's blindfolded - I tie him down to the bed,
spread eagle. I tease his chest and dick with
feathers, pinwheels, and ice. I wasn't
planning on fucking but I climb on top
because I can't resist. I ride him cowgirl and
then reverse it and twerk on his cock. I finish
by making him cum in my mouth and
showing the camera the results.

First he fucks me doggy style, then I climb
on top to ride him cowgirl, and finally I suck
his cock and let him cum in my mouth. 

He catches me taking pics for instagram and
comes to investigate...We start off with a
wet blowjob, then some fucking in doggy,
missionary, and then we finish off my
cumming on each other - and he cums on
my pussy (something only he gets to do ;p)

This video is mostly me giving a nice sloppy,
deepthroat blowjob to a pretty huge dick.
It's a struggle at times! We do a little bit of
doggy, cowgirl, and titfucking, and then he
finishes off by coming on my tongue and I
kinda snowball myself, playing with his cum

To quote Mr Squiggle... "upside down,
upside down". Watch him fuck my face and
finger my pussy. I cum all over his hands
and he cums all over my face ;p

1 minute 58 seconds

2 minutes 26 seconds

9 minutes 16 seconds

7 minutes 54 seconds

13 minutes 09 seconds

8 minutes 45 seconds

7 minutes 06 seconds

$4
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$13
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PLAYING FETCH & MADE
TO ORGASM

EDGING HIM AND THEN
RUINING HIS ORGASM

He puts a collar and cuffs on me, he makes
me play fetch with a toy, and has me
holding it in my mouth while he uses to
wand to make me orgasm. He sticks a dildo
on the mirror and makes me suck it while he
again uses a wand on my clitoris. 

He asked me to give him a blowjob, keeping
him on the edge for 20 minutes, and when
he came I had to stop, ruining his orgasm.

4 minutes 53 seconds

21 minutes 31 seconds

$5

$14

ATTEMPTED FISTING
AND GLASS BUTT PLUG
The video starts with him almost getting a
fist in my pussy while I'm using the wand on
myself. Then he inserts a glass butt plug into
me and then fucks me in my pussy
doggystyle. 

2 minute 23 seconds

$4
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SCHOOLGIRL SUCKS,
FUCKS & GETS A FACIAL 
Blowjobs, rimming, squirting, doggystyle,
missionary, anal (and squirting from anal),
we move to the couch, and then finish with
a big load on my face. An amateur video of
two people having a very good time! 

36 minute 26 seconds

$13

WILD AMATEUR FUCK IN
A HOTEL ROOM
We start off with him teabagging and
facefucking me while I play with myself,
then he fucks me in missionary, I give him a
nice blowjob and ball sucking, then he fucks
me doggy & puts his cock in my arse and
makes me squirt. He fingers my arse and
fucks my pussy, and end with a facial.

23 minutes 21 seconds

$13
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B/G | BJ | FUCKING B/G | BJ | FUCKING | BOOBS B/G | BJ | FUCKING B/G | BJ | RIMMING | FACIAL

COUPLE FUCKS IN
HOTEL ROOM

ORAL & COWGIRL ON
THE COUCH

TRADIE GF MAKES UP
FOR FLIRTING AT WORK

We start with him going down on me and
then fingering me, bringing me to orgasm.
Then I go down and him and then jump on
top to ride him cowgirl. Finally I lean back
and we both finish by masturbating
ourselves. 

We take turns going down on each other and
then I climb on top to have a few orgasms.
Then he cums all over my tits ;p

We get home from work and he starts
accusing me of flirting with the other boys
on the job. So I have to make it up to him...

10 minutes 18 seconds 21 minutes 8 seconds 16 minutes 12 seconds

$10 $13 $10
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BLOWING, RIMMING,
SQUIRTING & A FACIAL
20 minutes of amateur fun - lots of blowing,
rimming, and squirting, lots of doggy
fucking, and it all ends in a delicious facial ;)

21 minutes 11 seconds

$12
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B/G | BJ | FACIAL | FUCKING

314

AFTER DINNER WE GO
BACK TO THE HOTEL
We ‘re making out and he lays down for me
to suck his cock, then I climb on top to ride
him. He alternates between fucking me
missionary & fingering my pussy to make me
cum. We end up mutually masturbating as
he jerks off a load onto my face
17 minutes 48 seconds

$10
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G/G | ORAL | STRAP-ON G/G | WAX PLAY FFM | BJ | BOOBS B/G | BJ | RUINED ORGASM

AUDREY & JENNA TAKE
TURNS

TWO CURVY GIRLS
PLAYING WITH WAX

LESBIAN DOUBLE
BLOWJOB

30 minutes of Audrey Jones and I kissing,
undressing, nipple sucking, oral, squirting,
strapons, fingering, laughting, cuddling,
multiple angles... we've got it all!

I had never tried wax play before, but Baby
Doll said she could show me how! We take
turns dripping hot candle wax all over each
other... :)

Babydoll & I take turns sucking a lucky man’s
cock and balls, first on our knees while he is
standing, and then he lays down. Finally, he
cums across both our tits

31 minutes 11 seconds 10 minutes 40 seconds 12 minutes 28 seconds

$20 $9 $13
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CHARLIE & JENNA’S
SQUIRTFEST
We put the squirt blankets down for Charlie
Forde & I to let loose - we make out, go
down on each other, finger each other, and
do 69, squirting in every position!

24 minutes 16 seconds

$20
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G/G | BOOBS | HUMOUR

405

KATE & JEN BEING
BUFFOONS
Literally what it says on the box. Kate King
and I have got the sillies and we’ve also got
the titties. We’re not being sexual, we’re just
mucking around :) 

2 minutes 30 seconds

$3


